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Variation of Extreme and Fatigue Design Loads on the Main
Bearing of a Front Mounted Direct Drive System
Asger Bech Abrahamsen and Anand Natarajan
Technical University of Denmark, Department of Wind Energy,
Frederiksborgvej 399, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark

Abstract. The drivetrain of a 10 MW wind turbine has been designed as a direct drive
transmission with a superconducting generator mounted in front of the hub and connected to
the main frame through a King-pin stiff assembly by DNV-GL. The aeroelastic design loads of
such an arrangement are evaluated based on the thrust and bending moments at the main
bearing, both for ultimate design and in fatigue. It is found that the initial superconductor
generator weight of 363 tons must be reduced by 25% in order not to result in higher extreme
loads on main and yaw bearing than the reference10 MW geared reference drive train. A
weight reduction of 50% is needed in order to maintain main bearing fatigue damage
equivalent to the reference drive train. Thus a target mass of front mounted superconducting
direct drive generators is found to be between 183-272 tons.

1. Introduction
Some manufacturers of large wind turbines prefer direct drive transmission configuration, implying no
gearbox and unit transmission ratio. This may enable improved reliability of the transmission system
due to lesser number of moving parts, but it also results in a large size generator, usually permanent
magnet or other synchronous types. In order to develop a compact nacelle structure, some of the
commercial designs such as for the Siemens 6 MW turbine [1] have the generator mounted direct to
the hub with the entire nacelle in front of the tower. Thus the main bearing(s) supports a large amount
of the bending moments resulting from asymmetric rotor loads. Another approach as followed in the
INNWIND.EU project [2] develops the design of a 10 MW drivetrain and nacelle as a front mounted
generator wherein the generator is again directly mounted to the hub, but in front of the rotor as given
in Fig. 1. The main questions posed here are 1) Do these hub mounted generator concepts in front of
the rotor provide any advantage in terms of the extreme loads and fatigue loads at the main bearing
and yaw bearing and if so, 2) Quantify the sensitivity of the design loads on the mass of the generator.
Finally a reliability of the main bearing at the 10 MW turbine is investigated based on the drivetrain
configuration with different overhang masses.
2. Design Configuration
Figure 1 is illustrating the King-Pin nacelle tailored for a 10 MW superconducting direct drive
generator (SCDD) [3]. This configuration has been studied with different superconducting generator
configurations in order to optimize the Cost of Energy (CoE) of the 10 MW INNWIND.EU turbine[4].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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The majjor advantagge of the SC
CDD is oftenn stated to be
b the possib
bility of provviding a ligh
ht weight
generatoor compared to traditionaal direct drivve generatorss based on wound
w
coppeer coils or permanent
magnets[5]. Howeveer if the tradee-off is a higgher CAPEX
X that will driive up the coost of energy
y then the
SCDD w
will lose its commercial
c
potential.
p
Thhere are two distinct
d
selecction criteria to be follow
wed in the
design oof SCDD: 1)) The choicee of the supeerconductor wires and th
he operationn temperaturee, 2) The
amount of silicon iroon in the gen
nerator, whicch will reducce the needed amount off supercondu
uctor wire
and thereeby cost, butt at the expeense of a highher weight. The
T supercon
nducting wirres are categ
gorized as
Low- M
Medium and High
H
Temperrature supercconductors with
w operation temperaturres in the ran
nge of T
> -268 oC (4 K), -262 to -252 oC (10-20 K) aand -252 to -222 oC (20-5
50 K) being representativ
ve for the
superconnducting maaterials NbTii, MgB2 andd RBa2Cu3O6+x
t per length of these wiires scale
6 . The cost
roughly like 1:5:70, but the advaantage of the expensive wire
w is much higher operaation temperrature and
thereby a simpler andd more efficiient cryogennic cooling sy
ystem to keep
p the supercoonductors co
old [6]. In
the INNW
WIND.EU project
p
both the
t Medium (MgB2) and High temperature supercconductors(R
RBaCuO)
have beeen investigatted [7] and itt is concludeed that both wire
w types will
w currentlyy benefit from
m putting
as much iron into thee generator as
a possible, bbut at the exp
pense of a hig
gher weight. This conclu
usion is in
line withh similar stuudies where it
i has been sshown that such
s
SCDD becomes sim
milar to conventional
direct drrive, becausse the desig
gn is mainlyy driven by
y the properrties of the silicon iron
n[8]. The
INNWIN
ND.EU frontt mounted 10
0 MW MgB2 generator proposed
p
for this study reesult in a diaameter of
Dgen = 6..6 m, a lengthh of Lgen = 2.44 m and a w
weight of ap
pproximately mgen ~ 363 ttons [7].
The requuirement to design
d
SCDD
D with a reduuced amountt of silicon irron is that a lot of cheap and high
performiing superconnductors are used to creaate the magn
netic field in the generatoor. Such a deesign has
been prooposed GE Global
G
Researrch for NbTii resulting in
n Dgen = 4.3 m,
m a length oof Lgen = 1.88
8 m and a
weight oof approxim
mately mgen ~ 143 tons[99]. Due to the
t low cosst of the NbbTi wire theen it was
concludeed that a cosst of energy competing w
with the perm
manent magnet direct drrive was posssible [9],
but it shhould be saidd that the con
ncept is baseed on an rotaating outer armature
a
suppplied with slip-rings,
s
stationarry supercondducting field coils and a complicated
d cooling system, whichh will need de-risking
d
for the ooffshore windd sector.

omponents o f the King-P
Pin nacelle laayout with a front mountted direct
Figure 11. Illustrationn of main co
drive geenerator. a) Rotating part of the nnacelle: Thee generator rotor suppoort structure (left) is
connecteed directly thhe hub (right) holding thee pitch bearin
ngs for the blades. b) Staatic nacelle parts:
p
The
generatoor stator suppport (left) is connected too the King-p
pin (centre) supporting
s
thhe hub with two
t
main
bearingss and is connected to the tower-top
t
(leeft). c) Comb
bined king-pin nacelle layyout.
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The inteention of thiss paper is to
o investigate the dynamicc loads on th
he main- andd yaw bearin
ng of the
turbine with the froont mounted
d direct drivve generatorr in compariison to the conventionaal geared
configurration and thhereby quan
ntify the bennefits thereof. Secondly it will be iinvestigated how the
turbine lloads changee as the masss of the frontt mounted geenerator is reeduced towaards the specifications
of the N
NbTi machine as proposeed by GE. T
This scaling is
i done by simple
s
reduccing the leng
gth of the
machinee and assumiing the superrconducting windings are replaced by better perfforming wirees, which
might allso be operatted at lower temperature to increase the magneticc flux density
ty in the airg
gap of the
generatoor. The advaantage of thiss approach iis that the moment
m
of in
nertia is scalling linearly with the
length.
mation of Looads using Aeroelastic
A
S
Simulations
3. Estim
To perfoorm aeroelasstic simulatio
ons of the tuurbine with the front mo
ounted generrator, the meechanical
characteristics of thee nacelle are represented in terms of masses
m
and moments
m
of iinertia with respect
r
to
the turbiine tower axiis as well as the rotation axis of the hub
h [10]. Thee nacelle maass is defined
d as being
the toweer-top and kinng-pin, the hub
h mass aree all the rotatting parts bettween the tw
wo main bearrings (but
excludinng the bladees) and the generator m
mass includ
des the rotor active maaterials (Si-ssteel and
superconnductors), rootor support (see fig 1), stator activ
ve materials (Si-steel annd Cu) and the
t stator
support (see fig 1). These
T
param
meters are listted in table A1
A of appendix A and arre combined
d with the
INNWIN
ND.EU 10 MW
M turbine having a hubb height of hhub = 119 m and a rotorr diameter of
o Drotor =
178 m [44].
Figure 2 is illustratiing how the properties oof the hub iss conceptuallly combinedd with an ou
uter rotor
direct drrive generatoor that is eith
her placed inn front of the rotor or beh
hind the toweer indicated by r2 and
r3 respecctively.
The centter of mass of
o the generaator and hub are found fro
om the densiities of the sppecific materrials. The
moment of inertia off the generato
or parts with respect to th
he y-axis are given by
(1)
wheree r is the raddius from the axis of evaaluation, dm is a mass ellement, whicch can be rellated to a
volume eelement dv using
u
the masss density ((r), dm = dvv. The length
h of the generrator is deno
oted Lgen.

Figure 22. Illustrationn of the main
n dimensionns of a front mounted direct drive gennerator with the rotor
parts rottating with respect
r
to thee y-axis. Thee active matterials being superconduuctor and siliicon steel
(green) aare supportedd by the stru
uctural parts (blue), which are conneccted to the huub (dashed line).
l
The
active m
material (red)) of the arm
mature consissting of Cu and silicon steel are suppported by structural
s
material (blue) and fixed
f
to the king-pin cennter line alon
ng the y-axiss. The mass m3 is illustrrating the
situationn where the generator
g
is mounted
m
behhind the toweer (as in the conventional
c
l geared solu
ution) and
connecteed to the hubb using a lon
ng flexible shhaft (not shown). The insset illustratess the simpliffied beam
element representatioon of the aeroelastic moddel.
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From equation (1) it is possible to estimate the moment of inertia from an electromagnetic generator
model and to combine that with an initial design of the generator support structure as shown in figure
1. Since they share the same rotation axis then the resulting moment of inertia for the generator Irotor,gen
is the sum of moment of the active material Irotor,active and the structural parts Irotor,structural.
,

,

(2)

,

Table A2 is showing a series of generator specification in terms of component masses and moment of
inertia I as found from eq. (2). The configuration denoted superconducting direct drive (SCDD) MgB2
10 MW is the initial design of the front mounted generator, whereas the following design proposals
are scaled with a shorter length to finally reach a generator mass that is similar the NbTi generator
mass (last column). The properties of the 10 MW NbTi generator has been estimated from [9].
The key design load cases (DLC) that were determined to be design drivers for the 10 MW reference
wind turbine tower top for ultimate design, that is DLC 1.3, normal operation under extreme
turbulence and DLC 2.3, that is operating gust with grid loss were re-simulated with the new nacelle
configuration. Further the fatigue on the main bearing will be quantified using DLC1.2 results; that is
operation under normal wind turbulence [11]. Further along with the configuration in Fig. 1, three
variations from table 2 are also simulated in HAWC2 with a decreasing weight corresponding to 75%,
50% and 40% of the initial direct drive king pin (DDK) generator length.
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Figure 3. Variation in the extreme load under Design Load Case (DLC) 2.3 for different nacelle configurations:
Geared – Conventional drivetrain with medium speed gearbox, Direct Drive King-pin (DDK)-100 overhanging
generator concept with 100 % mass, DDK-40 - overhanging generator with 40% mass, DDK-50 - overhanging
generator with 50% mass and DDK-75 - overhanging generator with 75% mass (as specified in table 2).

Figure 3 compares the extreme loads for all these 4 configurations compared with the baseline 10 MW
nacelle configuration under DLC 2.3. As expected the conventional geared configuration has the least
extreme loads on the main bearing compared to the initial 362 tons overhang generator. However if
the overhanging generator mass can be reduced 75 %, then the extreme bending and thrust on the main
bearing can be reduced to the geared configuration. Further reduction can be obtained for the lower
weight configurations.
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The extreme loads on the yaw bearings are signficantly higher with the front mounted generator
concepts in comparison with the conventional nacelle arrangement as seen from Fig. 4. However for
the 10 MW reference turbine design [4], the yaw bearing extreme loads were driven by DLC 1.3
(normal operation under extreme turbulence) and even the peak moment of 70 MNm expereinced by
the heaviest of the king-pin cases in DLC 2.3 is within the design envelope of the reference yaw
bearing. However it is possible that DLC 1.3 with the new configurations further amplify the extreme
load magnitude and to mitigate this risk, an appropriate controller algorithm needs to be implemented
to minimize tower top loads.
8
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Figure 4: Extreme loads on the yaw bearing along with the peak tower top displacement

4. Fatigue Load Variation
The loads on the main bearing can be determined from the time series of the aero elastic simulation
using simple beam theory as proposed in [12]. The axial load Fa on the main bearing is given by the
rotor thrust, whereas the radial load Fr is given by
(3)
where yg is the distance between the bearings, M1 and M2 are the resulting shaft bending moment
due to the turbine rotor bending moments.
Eq. (3) is used to determine the rating life Lnm as specified by the bearing manufacture SKF[13]
(4)
where the constants a1 is the life adjustment factor for reliability and aSKF is the SKF life modification
factor, C is the basic dynamic load rating, p is the exponent of the life equation and P is the equivalent
dynamic bearing load. The latter is given related to axial and radial loads of equation (3) by
determining the load spectrum.
Since the life of the bearing is directly linked to the dynamic bending moments, the corresponding
damage equivalent bending moments at the main bearing and yaw bearing are compared between the
different nacelle configurations in Fig. 5 using aeroelastic simulations results of the turbine in normal
operation under normal turbulence (DLC1.2). It can be readily seen that there is no significant
5
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difference in the yaw bearing fatigue loads, but the main bearing fatigue is significantly higher for the
case with the front mounted king-pin concept with the 100% mass. Therefore it can be concluded that
at least a 50% reduction in the front mounted generator mass, that is the 50% DDK model is required.

Figure 5: Variation of the damage equivalent moments over a 20 year lifetime for the direct drive king-pin
100% mass, 40% mass and conventional geared concept.

The main assumption behind the above conceptual analysis is that the failure mechanism of the large
diameter bearings is Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) and that the greasing of the bearings is considered
as ideal. This can easily be violated in practical applications and cause premature failures. The
analysis of such cases will need a detailed description of the greasing systems, which is presently not
available as the design is conceptual.
Finally the increased rotary inertia of the front mounted generator concepts can be beneficial also, as
its effect is to reduce the fundamental support structure natural frequency. As described in [14], the
reference 10 MW turbine is typically mounted on a jacket type structure for offshore applications,
which due to its intrinsic stiff properties results in a net support structure frequency that is within the
3P excitation band. This implies that the rotor speed can excite the support structure at certain wind
speeds leading to higher fatigue damage of the support structure.
5. Conclusions
An analysis of different direct drive nacelle configurations for a 10 MW wind turbine was presented,
along with the corresponding extreme and fatigue loads on the main bearing. It was observed that an
overhanging superconducting direct drive generator with a mass of 75% of the initial weight of 363
tons would result in main bearing extreme loads comparable to the a 10 MW gearbox reference drive
train. Secondly the extreme loads on the yaw bearing were within the load envelope of the reference
drive train, but the fatigue load on the main bearing is indicating that a mass reduction of 50 % is
preferable. These findings will provide a valuable guidance on the target weight for further
development of large front mounted superconducting generators.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Properties of INNWIND.EU 10 MW reference nacelle as represented in the aeroelastic
model as well as the King-pin nacelle adapted to hold a 10 MW MgB2 generator.
Nacelle properties
DTU 10 MW
SCDD 10 MW
Distance along Shaft from Hub Center to Yaw Axis (m)
7,07
6,09
Distance along Shaft from Hub Center to Main Bearing (m)
2,7
2,1
Hub Mass (kg)
105520
163669
2
3,26E+05
1,40E+06
Hub Inertia about Low-Speed Shaft (kg m )
Nacelle Mass (kg)
446036
140813
2
7,33E+06
2,87E+06
Nacelle Inertia about Yaw Axis (kg m )
3,60E+06
Nacelle Inertia about rotation axis vertical (kg m2)
2
1,14E+06
Nacelle Inertia about rotation axis horizontally (kg m )
Nacelle CM Location Downwind of Yaw Axis (m)
2,68
3,31
Nacelle CM Location above Yaw Bearing (m)
2,45
2,34
5
5
Tilt of shaft,  (degrees)
DRIVE TRAIN
Rated Rotor Speed (rpm)
9,6
9,6
Rated Generator Speed (rpm)
480
9,6
Gearbox Ratio
50:1
None
Electrical Generator Efficiency (%)
94
94
1501
1,15E+06
Generator Inertia About Medium-Speed Shaft (kg m2)
Fully-Deployed Medium-Speed Shaft Brake Torque (N-m)
52254
None
Medium-Speed Shaft Brake Time Constant (sec)
0,74
None
Table A2. Mass and moment of inertia properties of 10 MW MgB2 superconducting direct drive
generator which is reduced in mass by reducing the length down to 40% of the initial design in order
to approach the generator weigh proposed by the 10 MW NbTi machine of GE [9].
Generator rotor
SCDD
SCDD
SCDD
SCDD
GE NbTi
MgB2 10MW 75 % Lgen
50 % Lgen
40%Lgen
10 MW
2,44
1,83
1,22
0,98
1,88
Length
[m]
3,264
3,264
3,264
3,264
2,415
Radiusouter [m]
3,146
3,146
3,146
3,146
2,291
Radiusmid [m]
3,006
3,006
3,006
3,006
2,164
Radiusinner [m]
3
7200
7200
7200
7200
7750
Densityouter [kg/m ]
3
7200
7200
7200
7200
6865
Densityinner [kg/m ]
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
Fill factorout
0,59
0,59
0,59
0,59
1,00
Fill factorin
4,17E+04
3,13E+04
2,09E+04
1,67E+04
2,67E+04
Massouter [kg]
2,80E+04
2,10E+04
1,40E+04
1,12E+04
2,29E+04
Massinner [kg]
6,98E+04
5,23E+04
3,49E+04
2,79E+04
4,96E+04
Massactive total [kg]
7,00E+04
5,25E+04
3,50E+04
2,80E+04
Masssuport [kg]
1,40E+05
1,05E+05
6,99E+04
5,59E+04
4,96E+04
Masstotal
[kg]
4,29E+05
3,22E+05
2,14E+05
1,71E+05
1,48E+05
Iouter
[kg m2]
2
2,65E+05
1,99E+05
1,33E+05
1,06E+05
1,14E+05
Iinner
[kg m ]
2
6,94E+05
5,21E+05
3,47E+05
2,78E+05
2,62E+05
Iactivetotal
[kg m ]
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Irotor support [kg m2]
Irotor total
[kg m2]
Generator stator
Massstator active [kg]
Massstator support [kg]
Massstator total [kg]
Gen active mat
Massrotor active [kg]
Massstator active [kg]
Massactive total [kg]
Gen support mat
Massrotor support [kg]
Massstator support [kg]
Masssupport total [kg]
Massgenerator total [kg]
Positiona
[m]
a

IOP Publishing
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/753/11/112006

4,58E+05
1,15E+06

3,44E+05
8,64E+05

2,29E+05
5,76E+05

1,83E+05
4,61E+05

2,62E+05

8,32E+04
7,00E+04
153284

6,24E+04
5,25E+04
114963

4,16E+04
3,50E+04
76642

3,33E+04
2,80E+04
61314

1,73E+04
3,81E+04
55319

6,98E+04
8,32E+04
153000

5,23E+04
6,24E+04
114750

3,49E+04
4,16E+04
76500

2,79E+04
3,33E+04
61200

4,96E+04
1,73E+04
66886

1,40E+05
7,00E+04
2,10E+05
362836
10,74

1,05E+05
5,25E+04
1,57E+05
272127
10,44

6,99E+04
3,50E+04
1,05E+05
181418
10,13

5,59E+04
2,80E+04
8,39E+04
145134
10,01

3,81E+04
3,81E+04
7,61E+04
143000
10,46

Generator center of mass position along y-axis with respect to yaw axis.
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